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Abstract
This research objective is to analyze the artistic diversity in hybrid art practice among selected Malaysian artists. The paper examines the process of making hybrid artworks where focusing on media diversity and experiment activity. The researchers had used cluster sampling and twenty artists involved to answer the questionnaires. The researchers used bar graph and Principal Component Analysis to analyze the artistic diversity in Hybrid Art. The finding of media diversity shows that Malaysian artists are focusing on mixed media, strength and equipment. Besides, the artists are focusing on subject matter, experiment, influence and research for the finding of experiment activity.
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1.0 Introduction
The new technological advancement has encouraged artists to apply multidisciplinary by combining the old and new media in art production. This scenario was first started in 1988 when Ismail Zain’s artworks brought a new dimension of creating artwork. He created a conceptual structure of electronics assimilation and at the same time, continued an analytical complexion (Saidon & Rajah, 1997). At this time, he began exploring the computer as a media for him to produce an artwork. Artists had created various ways to analyzed art and research; they studied the materials, exploring techniques, process, different tools and the potential of involvement in multidisciplinary.

2.0 Literature Review
The motivation of the research is to analyze the artistic diversity in Hybrid Art practice among selected Malaysian artists. The reason is the last hybrid art exhibition was held in 2007 at Sabah Art Gallery. Since then, there is no new edition of the hybrid art exhibition. The Hybrid Art Group members are artists and researchers from the Faculty of Applied and Creative Art from Universiti Malaysia Sarawak. Their artworks are from various disciplines such as fashion, graphic, cinema and fine art. This art group focuses on multidisciplinary approaches. They had organized two exhibitions, namely, ‘DNA → HYBRID from the Inside’ which was held at National Visual Art Gallery (NVAG) in 2005, and ‘Hybrid + ISM’ that was held at Sabah Art Gallery in 2007. From this scenario, researchers were inspired to conduct research about the artistic diversity, which means that the mixture of creative, expressive and aesthetic in hybrid art. Besides, the number of a hybrid type of art exhibition is quite low compared to two-dimensional art show. Moreover, if there is art agency organize art competition, there would be a special category for this type of artwork, for example, "variable dimension" in art competition like "Young
Contemporaries 2016 organized by NVAG. This issue has inspired researchers to study the artistic diversity among Malaysian artists aside from the Hybrid Art Group members.

Based on Hybridism Concept of Manifesto (Fig. 1), the concept of creating hybrid artworks focus experimentation, multidiscipline, creativity, combining, merging the media and technology and embracing culture (Rahman, 2007).

In this contemporary era, the artists committed to challenging themselves to produce new knowledge and probabilities in creating artworks. Janke and Solicitor (2002) stated that new media art is also known as cross-disciplinary or hybrid art. This practice is a collaboration of art form, culture and different field of methods which include the mixed form of art such as sculpture, sound and visual technologies, hybrid performance, digital manipulation, computer art and film or video. Therefore, art is not about standing on one discipline alone, but it is about integration that brings content and meaning.

Moreover, hybrid practice is also encouraged by the advancement and growth of the media and so to the techniques. The combination of the hybrid form includes different application of techniques, they also challenging the conventional style or combined with new technologies to create a unique outcome. Yetisen et al. (2016) explained that in the development of the multidisciplinary study, the appearance of digital approach and the participation in art and science are expanding to inform the community about innovative tools and constructing the new artistic viewpoints. Piirma (2014) stated that combining the artworks raises the new topic, relationships and more unspecified possibilities, especially in artistic disciplines. In this case, the advancement of technology influences the growth of an artist’s creativity in manipulating new technique to produce artwork. Combination of disciplines acquires high expectation, especially when the artist portrays their intelligence in shaping science and technology. It is necessary to help build capability among artists to portray their creativity and idea as well. In the 1990s, according to Antoinette (2005), Malaysian art was enormously conscious of the common practice, involving evolutions in the art and obviously in contemporary media especially in the advancement of technology and World Wide Web or even digital show. In today’s art practice, the artists can simply refer to any art tutorials, discussion as well as articles and can also directly communicate with the experts. According to Dawa (2008), we do not avoid the effect of technology that enter our culture. Since the 1980s, the convergence has delivered the impact of various styles of art and distributed the understanding from western, Islamic and eastern states. The pioneer of digital art in the 1980s, Kamarudzaman Isa had produced an artwork entitled “Penghargaan Untuk Bapak”, then Ismail Zain in his artwork “Al Kesah” portrayed popular culture represented by the popular soap opera “Ewing family”. Furthermore, in 1994, Hasnol Jamal Saidon’s artwork “Kdek, Kdek, Ong!” which was an installation and presented the cultural aspect of Malay proverb. He applied electronic media such as television and videotape player (Piyadasa, 2001).

The digital usage brought art to another level, and this knowledge then leads the production of new information, research and artworks. Also, Doyle (2014) described a unique collaboration between new applications and task with theorists to study the modern virtual world offers to artistic practice. It enables new applications to continue expanding and testing various art fields. Artists are also anxious to study the technology and the complexity of the electronic tool, which then help them determine fresh and contemplative ideas for the needs of their artworks. This cooperation can engage with an analytical analysis of art production, an observation of science and art research (Sunarto, 2015). As mentioned before, the understanding of the term ‘collaboration’ has indeed expanded the language of art. In term of understanding of the media, Selen (2015) stated that the process of installing new media artworks have meaning and understanding, the artist was about expressing their opinion, reaction and monitoring to the material. Besides, the combination of art, science and engineering also lead to the process of making hybrid artworks. Balint and Pangaro (2017) stated that the intersection of art, science and engineering were able to assign knowledge among the disciplines. Therefore, the languages between disciplines could widen the technique or process. These scholars have emphasized the elements of science and art which were specifically interdisciplinary practices, presented the new knowledge and significant of the interdisciplinary and combination method in a way of producing artworks. Therefore, art appreciation will be celebrated by the art community in an impactful way.

3.0 Methodology

To analyze the factors that lead to artistic diversity, the researchers executed two artistic diversities, namely media diversity and experiment activity. For this purpose, there were twenty selected artists had answered the questionnaires. Researchers had used cluster sampling for the artist’s selection. The purpose is to identify who are the artists are suitable to answer the questions (Neuman, 2003). Besides, researchers also need to identify the attributes to portray the artistic diversity in hybrid art practices. The reason is to construct...
the questionnaires of artistic diversity. So, the researchers applied the Kawakita Jiro method and known as the KJ method. KJ method is involved in technological transformation, and the process involves arranging and brainstorming (Munemori & Nagasawa, 1991). The researchers brainstormed the attributes related to hybrid practices with the aid of journal extracts, catalogues and articles. The researchers had used closed-ended questions, and face to face with the selected Malaysian artists. Before the survey was conducted, the researchers had identified the artists’ background in art fields and their experience in making hybrid types of artworks. The researchers had met the artists and the artists answered the questions in front of the researches. Likert Scale also applied for this survey research. The Likert Scale is a five-point scale which are strongly not agreed, not agree, neutral, agree and strongly agree (Neuman, 2003).

3.1 Attributes
Based on Table 1, for “media diversity”, there were six attributes tested including the ‘character of media’ which focuses on the artist examining the essence of the material preceding art-making. Additionally, ‘mixed media’ is another crucial factor in media combination process, so does the ‘strength’ of the material. ‘Strength’ in this context measures the ability of the media before and after the production process. ‘Equipment’ is representing the tools or machine that involves in making artworks. On the other hand, ‘combination’ attribute represents the mixture of media while ‘traditional methods’ refers to the artist applying the basic method in producing artwork.

Similarly, for “experiment activity”, there were also six attributes consisting of ‘research’ which refers to the study of the subject and media in experimentation, ‘experiment’ as the media to be used by the artist, ‘influence’ as the artist’s acceptance of their reference in creating artwork process, ‘subject matter’ represents the artist’s idea preceding their artwork, ‘integration’ portrays the used of old and new media at the same time ‘collaborate’ is about involving experts from other fields.

4.0 Results and Discussions
In this section, there are two results: the analysis of media diversity in hybrid art practice applied by the artist and the study of experiment activity in hybrid art practice used by the artist.

4.1 The analysis of media diversity in hybrid art practice applied by the artist
As shown in Fig. 2, the highest reading reflects ‘mixed media’, ‘equipment’ and ‘combination’, which are the primary system in generating the process of artwork making. The highest mean’s score is four and above. At this point, the artist merges suitable material and intention to figure out new ways to generate knowledge of different kinds of ‘mixed media’ and transform them into artistic diversity. The artists made use of media and tool testing as an approach followed by an examination of the ‘equipment’ that can support the material. Today, artists are capable of studying the equipment to be used in the process of producing artworks. They also experience the advantage of using different equipment, especially when it can help the artist examine the best way to represent the idea.
Additionally, since art acknowledges the exploration of fascinating ideas, this drives to possibilities in artworks. It may seem unpractical where the artist unaware of the media renewal, especially in the research of mixed diversity of media. Artists must regularly figure out the media that they want to use whether it is a ‘combination’ of the old and new one, or high and low technology. When it comes to utilizing equipment, the various equipment various from engineering, industrials, laboratory, software and hardware from other fields. Artists may combine the different genre of equipment based on their idea, and this helps motivate them to show openness to engage. After all, through the process, they able to understand the ‘character of media’ that suit their artworks. It is what experimentation offers to the artists, and this automatically leads to the creative process during artwork making. All of the artists were not into ‘traditional method’ because they were used to the new alternative in the process of making artwork.

In this case, the artists were able to do more research on the media, high technology, traditional media or a mixture of both. It would lead to enthusiasm among them to conduct their research in combining different media and tools to discover possibilities in the construction of art-making. The development of media exploration has been way easier since network advancement responses well to media transition.

4.2 The analysis of experiment activity in hybrid art practice applied by the artist

![Graph showing analysis of experiment activity in hybrid art practice applied by the artist](image)

As shown in Fig. 3, the “Experiment Activity” has four attributes scoring more than mean 4 namely ‘research’, ‘experiment’, ‘subject matter’ and ‘influence’. The highest score is ‘subject matter’, and it shows that the artists concerned on the idea represented in the artwork. Then, the practices were followed by ‘experiment’ that support the subject matter in terms of artwork production. The ‘experiment’ activity involved media and tools where the artists would channel from one idea to another, as well as one media to another and so do the tools. One of the challenge is the experiment process, the artists transform their creativity and practice in the testing process. During the experiment process, ‘influence’ often transform the artists in their production of hybrid works. The term ‘influence’ here represents how the products or styles of other artists that they referred to affect their own creation, presentation, possibilities and even the significance of their research and artwork.

When these artists had their references that boost their interest, this leads them to conduct a ‘research’ about the subject. When it comes to doing research, it is not about studying the subject matter per se, but the artists also analyzed both the background of the subject and media. This lead to awareness as well as an understanding of the whole artworks. On the other hand, the outcome would later encourage questions about the hybrid practices among artists. Artwork production is, indeed an exploring and learning stage. The relevance of exploration is to provide an opportunity for the artists to assess the diversity of media.

Nevertheless, based on the graph shown in Figure 2, the artists are not into ‘collaboration’ with other experts or fields in their practice. It is proving that our local art gallery is against artworks that involve exploration, analytical and analogue mode to be exhibited in the gallery (Yap, 2013). When it comes to collaboration, it is more on an art project with other agencies. For example, Kamal Sabran in his artwork named “Sound from Outer – Inner Space”, he collaborated with the National Space Agency to achieve noise radiation and frequency from Jupiter. The idea shows that the equipment to capture the noise is definitely from the space agency, and the expert navigated the computer to handle the machine. Thus, the information was transferred to the artist and then developed into an artwork. At this point, the collaboration involved hybrid in the knowledge of astrophysics and sound art (Sabran, 2010).

4.3 The artistic diversity in hybrid art practices data using Principal Component Analysis

In Fig. 4, twelve attributes extracted from the categories of media diversity and experiment activity. Researcher applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) surveys to extract the categories of media diversity and experiment activity. PCA is a statistic graph by portraying survey and to separate the crucial statistic outside of statistic graph then convey this results into different component named principal component (Abdi and William, 2010). Based on Fig. 4, the y-axis is representing the high (positive) and low (negative) practices.
The x-axis is representing hybrid practice and foundation. It shows that the highest score opted by the artists are ‘subject matter’, ‘experiment’ and ‘research’ (y-axis). Also, the importance of conducting research and experiment to different kinds of media able to expand the artist’s knowledge about the media. These artists claimed that the three attributes are very crucial from the beginning until the final artworks were completed. This x-axis shows that most of the attributes are spot at ‘hybrid’ side. The artists believed in those attributes such as ‘mixed media’, ‘strength’ and ‘combination’ to achieve hybrid practices. Meanwhile, attributes such as integration and collaboration are in the middle of the plot. It shows what should happen in the art scenario today.

Fig. 4: A plot of the artistic diversity in Hybrid Art Practices data using Principal Component Analysis

From the Fig. 4, it shows that Malaysian artists are practicing a hybrid approach in making their artwork. When they are making artworks, the artists understand the material, doing research to the subject, exploration toward the equipment and mixed different kind media. The technology and art encouraged the artists to explore beyond their inventiveness (Yuan and Ben, 2008). The acceptance of other fields may give a starting point to other experts to welcome and collaborate with these artists vice versa. As this is a collaboration, there is no concept of ruling the art project. The appreciation of aesthetic understanding is to emerge the mixture of theoretical and practical sides so that it can influence and improve the hypothesis. Similarly, a combination of knowledge contributes significant impact on aesthetic in science nowadays (Busch, 2009). It is about the outcome of the collaboration between science and art. Then the knowledge will be meaningful when shared with audiences. Aside from mastering the theory, the artist shows that he can apply it in art.

For example, looking at the 2017 edition of “Young Contemporaries” competition which was organized by the National Visual Art Gallery, the organizer offered a diversity of categories in the competition. The “Variable Dimension” category displayed a variety of artworks involving interaction, sensor and installation. Artists such as Haris Abadi, Mohammad Colman, Mohammad Fadly Sabran and Liu Cheng Hua conducted media experimentation that included participation with audiences.

Fig. 5: Golden Shaft by Liu Cheng Hua. March 2017. (Own photo)

For example, Liu Cheng Hua’s artwork named “Golden Shaft” is a combination of historical and art in which the artist portrays the history of Raub. It was a place of shaft mining during the colonial era. The idea applied was a combination of sculpture, sound device and projection whereby the media involved were bamboo, gold leaf, metal, wood and acrylic paint. These ideas aimed at representing the industrial history of gold mining. Through this artwork, the artist shows the historical, combination of the new and old media, projection and audience’s participation. Here, we can see that the hybridity involved are interaction, history, cross-discipline and mixed media. Apart from that, projection and sound are included in the presentation to reflect the environment and reflection of the mining process. Another example is Muhammad Colman in his work “Not Our Fight”. It was an interactive work involving audience participation. The idea was about making an interactive comic where the audience was able to control movement by moving their fingers on the TV screen; the audience was able to experience the animation in 3D and control the depth of every animation scene. At this point, the hybrid process
becomes responsive to the action of exploration. It also creates numerous conceptions which include the presentation and disciplines. Computer application acknowledges an experiment and manipulates the ideas, so this would contribute to many outcomes and information. The result of the final artwork includes discipline and using computer technology method, and this result may produce hybrid complex (Platzer, 2012).

In this case, it implies that artists should conduct collaboration and generate exciting research with other practitioners. Therefore, support for hybrid artworks is needed because there is a potential to develop hybrid art practices in the Malaysian art scene. When discussing collaboration in the hybrid approach, there was an art-science exhibition called “NYAWA” organised by the Faculty of Design and Architecture that encouraged art practitioners from science and engineering fields to participate in this exhibition. “Brain” was the subject matter, and art practitioners applied and transformed it into art languages. Most of the artworks were team basis. One of the artworks by Norhafizah Moharrudin, Fauziah Kassim and Fatimah Ahmad Sharifuddin entitled “Nasty Beauty” was about the brain tumour, a disease that can affect human. The cells presented various forms and shapes that created extraordinary colours and design (Moharrudin, Kassim, & Sharifuddin, 2016). When the audiences viewed these on the wall, the images were surprisingly similar to abstract painting. On the other hand, audiences were also able to experience the show in a different context. Usually, they viewed 2D and 3D kind of artworks, but in this exhibition, there was an interaction, using senses and gaining new information. So, the process of creating art is about demonstrating an interpretation of aesthetic passion. The routine involves applied and inherent understanding. It affects the development of our local art scene. Collaboration is practically not about imitating the western art style, but adopting the technology advancement and shaping the art orientation based on our own identity.

5.0 Conclusion
The impact of technology allows artists to explore art more. It is also easy for them to access and receive new information about the art world. This scenario leads to the creation of various art styles and this implication is the result of a capable drive for current technology and communication networks (Mahmood, 2008). The evolution of art practice creates hybridity in art by including different genre and discipline in presenting artwork. Even though our artists do not fully practice collaboration and integration orientation at this moment, but there are related actions taken by some artists. Same goes to art practitioners. Experts urged to explore possibilities in art development, to study their task well and deliver the multidisciplinary ways by participating in a subjective approach to lead intelligence and artistry (Eaves, 2014). At the same time, the power of the Internet has brought a wide array of information: the advancement of media and tools, new experiment and findings. The openness of the artists to the transition of media has given a new meaning in experiencing the hybrid works.
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